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QUESTION: 52
 
How can asynchronous request-response transactions be tracked in a Business Process?
 

A. the Reply modeling element 
B.   Correlation IDs 
C. Message Selectors 
D. none of the above 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 53
 
Changes to a Business Process which are built and deployed will take effect _____
 

A. immediately for all new and inflight instances of the business process in the 
runtime. 
B.   when the runtime is restarted. 
C. immediately for all new instances of the business process in the runtime, inflight 
instances will continue with their initialized code. 
D. at a designated time as configured by the scheduler during deployment. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 54
 
A Deployment Profile:_____
 

A.   maps logical components of a Project to representations of the physical resources 
that will execute them at runtime 
B. represents the placement of the business logic processes within a Project 
C. is a representation of a real external system that participates in the solution 
D. specifies the logical connection information for an External Application 
E. none of the above 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 55 
Why must a web service (created as a Java Collaboration) within Java CAPS that is 
invoked within a Business Process be placed in an additional container within the 
Connectivity Map? (Select all that apply) 
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A.   the Java Collaboration Definition needs its own container in order to execute 
B.   BPEL can not invoke an EJB that is not already running 
C. this is not necessary because the eInsight engine will execute the web Service 
D. only web services running externally to Java CAPS require a Service in the 
Connectivity Map 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 56
 
For a successful import of a Project, which dependencies might the import require?
 
(Select all that apply.)
 

A. components that were created in other Projects that have been referenced in the 
Project 
B.   ALL components installed in the original Project's Repository 
C. SeeBeyond products and adapters used in the Project 
D. the Environment used in the Project 
E. all of the above 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 57
 
Which of the following apply to the Sun SeeBeyond Project in the Enterprise Designer?
 
(Select all that apply.)
 

A.   It is user-modifiable. 
B. It contains eWay specific OTDs and Services. 
C. It is created automatically during Enterprise Designer installation. 
D. It should only be used as a template and not directly referenced in another Project. 
E. All of the above are true. 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 58 
Which modeling element can be used to allow an activity to continue execution after 
waiting for specified amount of time for correlations to arrive? 

A.   the Timer Event is used to set the expiration time 
B.   enclose the activity in a Wait activity 
C. the Event Based Decision element 
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D. this is not possible 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 59 
Which Java CAPS product would be the most effective choice to develop a human-
interactive interface as part of a workflow solution? 

A.   eGate 
B.   eInsight 
C. eVision 
D. eXchange 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 60
 
In a single Deployment Profile, where can Services be deployed? (Select all that apply)
 

A. to a single Integration Server in a Single Logical Host (one Integration Server per 
Logical Host) 
B.   to multiple Integration Servers in a Single Logical Host (multiple Integration Server 
per Logical Host) 
C. to multiple Logical Hosts each with a Single Integration Server (one Integration 
Server per Logical Host) 
D. to multiple Logical Hosts each with Multiple Integration Servers (multiple 
Integration Server per Logical Host) 
E. All of the above are permissible. 

Answer: E 
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